Feedback Form

Please send this document as Word- or PDF file via mail to
Ms. Dagmar Loris (loris@hfg-offenbach.de) or hand it in
personally in the International Office (Room 21). Thank you!

Personal Details
WU Yanlei
Name
Age
24
Department
Art
Number of
6
completed
semesters
Home
Shantou University
University
China/Zhoushan
Country/City
Courses at HfG
Duration of
stay at HfG

Grundlagen Konzeptionelle Gestaltung
Papier + Bucheinband I
1 semester

Declaration of Consent
I agree that this report will be published on the website of the
international office of HfG Offenbach. And that people interested
in my exchange experience may contact me via email.
yes

Place, Date

no
Offenbach, 20/6/2016

Signature
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1. What formalities are required/have to be completed?
(Before the departure, Enrollment at HfG, Insurance,
necessary Documents etc.)
APS verification and visa.

2. Was it hard to find an accommodation? How did you find
your appartment? (Student residence or private; costs,
quality, etc.)
Yes, it’s hard to find. I find my appartment from airbnb. €1100 per month
for 3 person.

3. What do you think about the courses offered at HfG and
the supervision of the professors and teachers? Compare
it to the course offer and structure at your university.
The way of courses offered is different between HfG and STU. It’s much more
free in HfG.
4. How did you experience the introductory events/welcome
week at the beginning of your studies?
I had a great welcome week with our great buddy Niels and Thao.

5. Tell about the amount of time you needed to spend for
the courses at HfG (preparation, projects, etc)?
I choose two courses this semester, Grundlagen Konzeptionelle Gestaltung &
Papier + Bucheinband I. I spend 2-3 days at HfG per week.

6. How was the cooperation with students/teachers from HfG?
Teachers and students were nice. Great cooperation.

7. Did you have difficulties by following the lessons, in
regards of the teaching language, knowledge etc.?
Yes. Especially the language and cultural difference. But I adapted quickly.

8. Did you participate in a German language course or in
the sports- or cultural program?
No.

9. What impression do you have of the studios, workshops
and library?
The Papier + Bucheinband workshop. It’s fully equipped.
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10. How and what are the requirements to receive Credit
Points for courses at HfG. How many Credit Points are
possible to make in one semester? How much did you get?
Work hard and participate actively. Everyone can get 12 points in one semester
I think. I got 12 points.

11. Tell about the projects you realized in Offenbach and
the learning effect of your exchange semester in general.
Great experience. I have learned the different way of design thinking in west.
12. How does the recognition of Credit Points at your home
university work?
Same standard.

13. In the frame of your exchange semester, did you work or
did you do an internship? Tell more about your
(working) experience you made besides your studies.
I plan to travel around Erope besides studies.

14. Did you have the chance to present your projects in the
class/in the frame of an exhibition etc.?
Yes, I have a chance show my works in the HfG Rundgang.

15. What did you like/dislike about the city Offenbach am
Main (culture, average cost of living, infrastructure
etc.)?
I like Offenbach. It’s also a city which is less consumption-oriented, well managed,
and which is green and ecologically friendly.

16. What makes HfG so special for you?
The teachers and students are all special for me. They are all professional for the
major. And some professional equipment on this school.
17. Do you have any suggestions for improvement at HfG (i.e.
supervision and organization)?

18. Conclusion. What was your worst and best experience?
The worst thing is language, but it’s the problem of myself.
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